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Hurricane Ida winds may’ve damaged two-thirds as many homes as Katrina
By Bonnie Sinnock

August 31, 2021, 5:58 p.m. EDT

The second largest storm in Louisiana’s history may have affected more than 800,000 homes in the state with
nearly $193 billion in reconstruction costs, early estimates by CoreLogic suggest. With the damage to nearby
states included, 941,392 homes could require reconstruction costs totaling more than $220 billion.
To get a sense of the relative scope, consider that 515,952 houses could be affected by Hurricane Ida’s winds
alone. In comparison, Louisiana’s largest storm, Hurricane Katrina, left 793,824 homes with wind damage.
Additional damage from ooding and electrical outages is expected too.
Hurricane Ida hit an area that’s been subject to a series of nancial stressors, which are likely to in uence the
scope of the damage and the region’s recovery timeline, said Tom Larsen, principal of insurance and spatial
solutions at CoreLogic.
“This is an area that’s taken a shellacking,” he said. “We do know that stress builds.”
In addition to the nancial strain introduced by multiple hurricanes, the area has been particularly hard hit by the
coronavirus, noted Abhinav Asthana, head of product at industry vendor Tavant, which has been preparing for
increased use of its customer contact and retention software due to Ida.
“There’s a multiplicative impact from the pandemic,” he said.
As a result of compounding hardships, many may relocate from the hardest hit parts of Louisiana, said Kevin
Whatley, manager for Homespire Mortgage’s South Central Region.
“We’re likely going to see some potential population shifts. Even though it’s a beautiful place with resilient
people, they can get exhausted,” he said.
The extent to which this occurs could have an impact on loans that were in the origination process prior to the
storm. ClosingCorp estimates that its customer base, which represents roughly 40B of the industry, could
endure potential interruptions on more than 8,000 Louisiana loan applications slated to close sometime
between now and yearend. lf that total, representing almost $1.8 billion in volume, more than $1 billion are
re nances, and the remainder are purchases.
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